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DON LEWIS' KITFOX MAKES FIRST FLIGHT
~

Just about the time of our most recent directors meeting our
newly elected chapter treasurer, Don Lewis, flew his recently
completed Kitfox. The plane was all decked out in a beautiful red,
white and blue Texas flag paint job. The exceptional nature of this
plane does not stop with the paint .Don has probably the only
Kitfox with a full IFR panel. A chance to inspect this bird should
give us all a little extra incent~ve t~ attend our fly-ins.
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DISCLAIMER

We would like to make you aware that as always, in
past, present,and future, any communication issued by
EXPERIMENT AL AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION,
CHAPTER ONE SIXTYEIGHT, INC., regardless of
the form,format, and/or media used which includes, but
is not limited toHANGAR ECHOES and audio/video
recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing
house of ideas, opinions and personal experience accounts. Anyone using ideas, opinions, information,etc.,
does so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no
responsibility or liability is expressed or implied and
you are without recourse to anyone. Any event announced and/or listed herein is done so as a matter of
information only and does not constitute approval,
sponsorship, involvement, control or direction of any
event (this includes OSHKOSH). Please read, listen,
enjoy,and be careful out there.
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Director's Meeting, December 12, 1221
Jerry Bidle has purchased a table for the Chapter Trailer.
The coordination of the raffle ticket distribution at the
Chapter Meetings will now be handled by the Secretary.
January and February Fly-ins were discussed. Both will
be informal without a trailer. January at Lancaster, February
at Grand Prairie.
The Chapter financial report will be available at the
January Meeting.
The December Xmas party/meeting was discussed. It was
suggested that the chapter purchase ham and chicken for
next year's party for a more balanced meal.
Monroe McDonald gave a status update on potential
Meeting topics. The BFR Ground School will be May 5th.
Rosters will be available at the January meeting for $1.
Gary Hansen gave a status report on Kerrville. The Kerrville Museum has been dissolved, with the assets reverting
to the Fly- in.
Jerry Bidle has agreed to be the 168 FLO coordinator for
Kerrville '92.

JANUARY FLY-IN AT
LANCASTER
The fly-in for Jariuary will be at Lancaster Airport on the eleventh. This will be an informal fly-in
i.e. the Chapter trailer will not be there. The
months of January and Febuary have been chancy
weather weekends so it has been decided to hold
these meetings at improved fields with food and
shelter readily available.
Chapter members will gather at the tie down
area east of the restaurant. As usual the fly-in
starts at about 1000 hours and goes to about 1400
hours.
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From the President's
Computer:
Happy New Year to all EAA Chapter 168
members and their families! I hope that each and
everyone of you had a jolly, merry, happy, and
safe holiday season. With the New Year, new
Chapter 168 officers take office.
We hope that EAA Chapter 168 will be an
important part of your world of aviation and we
will work hard to provide interesting programs
and activities.
We owe a big THANKS to the 1991 officers for
the excellent job they have done over the past
year. Thank You to all 1991 officers!
The first change that everyone should note is
our new first Tuesday of the month business
meeting will now start at 6:30 PM, and conclude
by 9:00 PM. This is due to hours of service cut
back at the Farmers Branch Senior Citizen
facility where we meet. lfwe need the extra hour,
for a modest fee it can be obtained. So please try
and remember to come a Ii ttle earlier to the
meetings. Because of our time constraints, we
wiii have to proceed promptly and orderly, so
some of our discussions may have to be held to a
~nimum or deferred to the monthly board meetmgs.
Our Christmas party was a great success, we
had lots of good food, and loads of fun with the
White Elephant Gift Exchange. Ann Asberry
deserves a big Thank You for orchestrating this
event. Some of the gifts are memorable, the
flying duck, a J3 CUB airplane ride, etc. Brownie
got an attractive pair of BVD's ! Dina and I would
like to thank whoever gave the momogramed
(EAA CHAPTER 168) wood carrier, its just what
we needed.
The monthly airport fly-in, which was at Addison Airport Buce Building Hangar, was well
attended. The weather was favorable, but windy.
In spiteof the wind two ultralite pilots (Bill and
Jay) flew in from Aero Country. Don Lewis displayed his recently completed IFR Kitfox. Don is
based on the other side of Addison Airport, so he
got some taxi time. Congratulations go out to
Don for his first flight in the Kitfox! Dale Brooks
displayed his beautiful Buucker Biplane. He is
still awaiting F AA/EAA determination on how to
display his "N" number. Thanks to all the people

involved in putting on this event. We all enjoyed
the hot-dogs and your presence.
Jerry Bidle and myself attended the November 23, Kerrville Fly-In planning meeting. Kerrville '91 was a profitable success. The weather
was favorable, an estimated 800 + airplanes were
on the field for the three day event, with 6-7,000
people in attendance. The big news out of this
meeting,however, is that the Kerrville Aviation
Museum is dissolved. The building built as a
starter for the Museum will be used by the Fly-in
as offices and storage of materials used for the
annual Fly-in. It is not completely finished-out at
this time, but is functional. This action was taken
by the Museum board prior to the Fly-in planning
meeting. The stated reason for this action was
financial (lack of funding) and no interest in an
aviation museum by the city. Jerry and I were
shocked by this news, as I'm sure many of our
members will be. For '92 Kerrville Fly-in, our
Chapter will be providing flight line operations as
usual. Jerry has voluntered to manage flight line
operations for '92 Kerrville. Officers for '92 Kerrville were elected at this meeting. President,
Bob Reese, 1st VP, Sidney Sutton, 2nd VP, Glen
Swain, Secretary, Betty Shoupe, and Treasurer,
Paul Chase. Kerrville '92 will be October 1618th, mark your calendar!
See you at the meeting!
Gary
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Lancaster Airport

1361 Ferris Road
L.ancas1er, TX 75146

(214)227-1111
(800) 336-6399
FAX (214) 227-6176

AERO COUNTRY ESTATES WEST
Airport Residential Lots ond Hanger sites.
Re5b'lcted
Municipal Water
contact John Rv5tin-:- 1·l-17-2030

TEXAS' GREATEST SPORT AIRPORT
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A brief history of my Kitfox

My airplane building dream became a reality
when I took shipment on my kitfox parts back in
February 1989. I inventoried parts carefully and
after a couple years feel very at home working
with all those AN and MS numbers on the fasteners and fittings. For the first 6 months I
sandblastedparts and epoxy chromated them
before that shinny 4130 steel turned brown. I
found that what ever got blasted needed to be
sprayed immediately. During this phase of building I was not a happy camper but kept working
knowing that the fun part would start soon.
The rest of the building process had special
moments. One of them was the first time that I
could sit down, move the stick and rudder, and
see the tail parts move. I found myself making
little buzzing sounds to simulate an engine.
Other special moments were the first time the
uncovered wings were attached, the first time the
engine was test fitted to the airframe and th~ first
time the engine was cranked.
The first cranking of the engine was
memorable for the whole neighborhood as I
didn't have it ready to go until 3:00 AM. I quietly
lowered the garage door after the run up just in
case some neighbor didn't love that prop tip roar
as much as me.
Seeing the tightly stretched covering on the
wings and fuselage ready for doping for the first
time is also one of those moments that really gives
you a feeling that an airplane is being born. The
fumes of the MEK and adhesive killing brain cells
when the air circulation is not adequate enough
also add to the moment. Everything was not rosy
in the building. Sometimes things did not operate
or fit just right and had to be rebuilt or redesigned
(sometimesseveral times).
One night I miss mixed some dope and the
sprayer dumped cobwebs all over the wing. The
wing felt likeit had wing walk paint all over it. It
seems that the hardest part of building was when
the airplane looked 98-99%finished. I found that
the tiny little completion jobs end upbeing at
least 10 % of the whole project. This is the stage
that every unimaginable little bug all jump out at
once.

Theday finally came when there were no more
bugs to fix until some flight testing was done. I
did a lot of slow speed taxiing to get a feel for
handling and a few intentional slow ground loops
to see how that felt. I finally got out on the Addison runway and did high speed taxiing and multiple wheel landings.
The airplane performed great. The euphoria
of the experience was great but I realized that
even though the plane was more than ready to
leave the runway environment I was too wound
up to safely fly any more that day. (Why mess upa
great day by doing something stupid). Winds and
rain kept me out of the air for several days, but
the big mission of flying away from the runway
environment has been accomplished without incident. Now I'm ready to get better at flying the
airplane and continue flight test missions to
debug and expand the envelope of the plane.
This part is definately a whole lot of fun but getting here has been the important part. The building and talking about building with all of you
other aviation lovers is really something. It just
doesn't get much better than this!
Don Lewis:

GEM AIRCRAFT SUPPLY, INC.
10221 DENTON DR. DALLAS, TX. 75235
(214) 350-7066
DOYLE ADAMS
SEE US FOR PAINT, AIRCRAFT TOOLS,
HARDWARE, SAFETY WIRE, BATTERIES,
MOST AIRCRAFT PARTS & SUPPLIES.
WE ARE OPEN 9:00-5:00 MON.-FRI.
AND 9:00-1:00 SATURDAY

FROM ONE HOMEBUILDER' TO ANOTHER.
If you Need Insurance of Any Kind-Auto, Plane, Home, Business, , • Let:
DELN!O JOHNSON INSURANC£ AGENCY

Find Answer to Your Particular Nt.ed.
Just Call:

458 - 7550

Delino (Phil lpecial) Johnaon

1)790 l>OOU::r RW
JM.LU.i,

n.ur. 752 l-4
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''The parking ramp is back three miles. I'm on
my way home to lunch now."·

LONE STAR
PILOT SHOP

George Carroll

(214) 637-3598

AIRCRAFT SUPPLY COMPANY

ADDISON AIRPORT
PJl,OT surPLIF:S
CHARTS-fAA-ASA-GLEIH-PURLICATIONS
IIEADSETS-INTl!RCOHS-HJC,S
NICE GlfTS AUD FREE ADVICE

7204 PAR WELK.
(ANSON & HINES Near Boy Seoul Bldg.)

LARRY & EARLETTE SHULTS

4574 CLAIRE CHENNAULT, DALLAS, TX 75248
214/250-6781

~-- )Ci~~:s.-•
"'SPECIALIZING IN CUSTOM AVIONICS. FIXED & ROTARY WING"

DALLAS,TEXAS75235
AN •

MS •

NAS HARDWARE & ACCESSORIES

The History of Flight
From Early Myths through Space Exploration

AL TEX AERO CENTER
AL WINCEK, Owner
(214) 347-2086 HGA.
(214) 348-6930 HM.

AERO COUNTRY AIRPORT
Rt.#1 Rock Hill Rd.
McKinney, TX 75069

HANGER 3C

Main Terminal at Love Field
Monday-Saturday: 10-5 Sunday: 1-5
Adults: $2 Under 12: $1
Validated Parking

There are several different names for fog.
These names generally indicate the way the fog is
formed. Radiation fog, for example, forms when
the land radiates heat back into the atmosphere
and space. The now cooled land cools the air
directly above it, lowering the temperature to the
dew point.
Advection fog develops when moist air moves
over a cold surface. The cold land surface then
cools the air to the dew point temperature.
Evaporation fog is created when cold air passes
over warm water. The cooler air is saturated with
water vapor from the normal evaporation
process. Thus when the dew point is reached, fog
appears.
When warm drizzle or rain falls through cool
air, evaporation from the precipitation saturates
the cool air and precipitation fog occurs. This fog
can often be quite dense. It may spread over a
large area for an extended period of time from
several hours to several days.

Ice fog develops in cold weather. When the
temperature is 20 degrees fahrenheit or colder
the water vapor in the air becomes ice crystals. If
the air temperature is zero or below, ice fogs canform rapidly in the exhausts of automobile and
aircraft engines. It is possible under calm wind
conditions for the fog to coat the runways or roadways with a thin layer of ice.
Use extreme caution when flying into conditions that can cause fog. If the weather shows a
close dewpoint/temperature spread, it is likely
that you will encounter foggy conditions and
restricted visibility. It is important to note that
when there is a two degree or less temperature/dewpoint spread, the pilot may be able to
see the ground but the slant range visibility may
be zero!
Have alternate plans available in case you need
to divert because of fog. Remember that fog can
cover large areas making it impossible to divert
with the fuel left onboard.
Once on the ground, use extreme caution
when taxiing under conditions of restricted
visibility, The key for safe flyi_ng is simple... plan
ahead.
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TEX-AIR PARTS, INC.
Meacham Field, Loe. 2N
Fort Worth, Texas 76106
(817) 624-9882
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Mooney/Piper/Cessna/Beech
Aircraft Parts
Over 100,000 Different Part Numbers in Stock
All lnstock items Priced at WHOLESALE or BELOW.
EAA Members Re.ceive an Additional 5% Discount on Most Item_,.,

ibpertenca nol faQUlled.

$995.00

PowerTran.wnon

$595.00

Prr111e PilOC

- BATTERIES -

Power Trans.oon

Comm. P1to1

$795.00
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Call (214) 676-1343
DAVID HINCKLEY,
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DISTRIBUTOR FOR AVIATION SUPPLIES
Dopes & Fabric Supplies

AERO COUNTRY AIRPORT

Bi-Plane Ride RaJes .

, •

4500 Ratliff Ln. Ste 109
Dallas, Texas 75248
(214) 931-9896

NI-CADS, GEL CELLS,
ALKALINE, LITHIUM
"W8 Build Battery Packsn

11"ti171-'Gl31
12W) J71).11lOM
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19,5,0 East Arapaho, Suite 1126
Richardson, Texas 75080

(214) 231-5351
1-eoo-ns-s267
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As editor of the newsletter I recieve about fifteen news letters from other chapters around the
Southwest. Most of these consist of one or two
typed pages that review the last month's business
and notify members of next month's activities, if
any.
The dues you pay to this chapter just barely
cover the cost of printing and mailing the
newsletter. Is it worth it? Do you read the articles? Are they interesting or entertaining? Do
you want more or less?
It takes a lot of time to create a twelve page
letter each month . If our members would prefer
a two or four page letter we could reduce pues by
50-60% and save the environment about twelve
pounds of litter. This is your newsletter. What do
you want to do?
VAIL

LAKEVIEW AIRPORT

Rentals Include JJ Cub and C-150
Lake Dallas .••.•.•.• 817-497-7496

BELA'S AIRCRAFT
ENGINE & ACCESSORY SHOP
2711 BROOKFIELD. DALLAS. TEXAS 75235
tOff DENlON DAIVIE LOVIEfllELDAAIEAI

l2'14> 315"1·'1 '17R
FAA CERTIFIED REPAIR STATION 1202- 141
BELA AMBRUS: RESIDENCE (214}352-1149
ENGINE OVERHAUL.

PARTS EXCHANGE

GUSTO VISION
G. C. QUSTOV:CH
STILL PHOTOGRAPHY
VIDEO SCRIPTS · PRODUCTION

J. E. "RED" MARRON

320-1102

~UfR<l0@@lf ~ejfll

(21 Locations:
526 Interurban; Richardson.TX 75081 (214)234-1143
2929 Custer Pkwy .
Plano,TX 75075 (214)596-5556
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MAX FLIGHT AVIATION

J,[

LET'S GET HIGH TOGETHER

---~----

Rent - Buy - Sell - Trade - Training
MESQUITE AIRPORT
Max Bolen
1510 Hudson Rd .
Mesquite, Texas 75181

Off: (2141 222-bOSl

~IT.:S

AN AILE.RON

ROLL!''

~

RAYMOND MORT, P.E.
Regiatert:d Engineer

Bua: 18171280-2776
Rea: 18171 282-6940

324 Hillview Drive
Hur1L, Texas 76054

HANGAR 36

~

AERO-COUNTRY AIRPORT

The Dallas Area Sport Aviation Air~ort
Hangar Space Available for E A A Members
ANT/Oll£-CI.ASSIC-HOM£Bll/L T-£XP£RIM£NTAL

Hangar has water/ electric/toilet/ phone
CONTACT: Clair J. Button (214) 231-6070

D. E. CHRISTIANSEN, D.O.
Family Medicine
Aviation Medical Examiner

Oflice 208 -6174

222 S. Cedat Ridge

Ml. S1tvlca r.21-4111
Ounc1r,vllle, Tcxu 7~111
Olllc1 Houra By Appoln1m1n1

TAN Aircraft Repair Ltd.
MIKE EDGERTON

A&P MECHANIC, Al
BUS . 214-347-2868
HOME 214-625-8929

Specializing in Single and Light Twin Recip. Engine
Aircraft. Including Radial Engine &- Fabnc Covered
Aero-Country Airport

VN. VET.

_ _,
If speed is important to you then you are in the
right place. In a couple of years three Lancair IVs
should roll out of the hangars of Chapter 168
members.
Frank Haile took delivery of his wing kit in
November and is already making good progress.
John Larson's IV will be shipped January third
and Doug Vail's will follow on the seventh.
When these birds are flying they will add to an
already impressively fast fleet belonging to Chapter members. The fleet includes Bonanzas, RVs,
T-18s,a T 34,several Rutan designs, a Tailwind, a
Midget Mustang, Mustang Ils, Glasairs, a White
Lightning, a Lancair 235/320 and even a jet or
two.

--

At Kerrville this year many of you probably
heard a sales pitch for a ceramic exhaust wrap that
is supposed to increase power out put, decrease
engine compartment temperatures, let your engine run more efficiently and, if claims are to be
believed, it will probably cure your bunions.
Much of what the salesman said made sense
and has since been confirmed by people in auto
racing circles. If you plan on using the wrap it is
available locally at Super Shops automotive performance stores at prices that beat all the sources
I have seen. The brand name is Thermo-Tee.
Insulating wrap
$36.99
Snap straps
$12.99
Hi heat coating
$3.99
This is about 30% cheaper than the same
materials from High Country RV Exhausts.

--

Your plane should have pilot checklists for the
following functions:
Prelanding
Preflight
Start and pre-taxi
Emergency
Takeoff
Shutdown
If you do not have these lists, make up a set.

end up with something that doesn't look too authentic. Then there are those absolute perfectionists who are unhappy with any change.
A tailwheel, however, is absolutely necessary
for pavement landings and We strongly recommend a locking tailwheel. The triplane is tail
heavy, top heavy, and short coupled with a narrow
from: Aerodrome 92 UPDATE
by: Lake Guntersville Aero Inc.
tread. If you use left brake to correct right drift, it
Worlds Largest WWI Aviation Fly-in
will momentarily turn left until centrifugal force
September 5, 6 & 7, 1992 - Lake Guntersville Alabama
quickly takes over, lifting the braked wheel and
tumbling back to the right. If you're not on your
For those who have not seen our landing tech- toes and ready to fly at the first sign of trouble,
nique with these replica, I'll explain it. We install you're ground looped.
lots of brakes on all of our planes, usually replacWe do a dead stick wheel landing in flight ating what is on them after purchase. As we learned
titude and when we feel the wheels rolling, pinch
from John Eberle, we use 11 1/2" Harley discs
a little forward stick to pin it to the ground. Then
with Cleveland calipers. Remember, it takes a lot apply both brakes with ever increasing force to
of leverage to stop those large diameter tires. keep the tail up without any more forward stick.
Much more than modern aircraft tires.
It is important to have powerful brakes so you can
You may be inclined to respond that the
maintain a
original had no
light sensibrakes at all, ao
tive "flying"
any brakes are
touch
inan improvestead of leg
ment. If you're
cramping
only going to
isometrics.
land on grass it
We stop in
isn't as critical,
200
feet
but remember,
without too
it's like being a
much con"little-bit" pregcern about
nant. Not a vicrosswind
able concept.
and
only
However, if
allow the tail
you're going to
to
settle
land on pavewhen barely
TMIS IS STRICTL'r' "sTATI:·OF·T. k -HeARr ,. AVIATION!
ment even some
moving, to
of the time, read
avoid unnecon. The Alessary shock
batros,
the
to
the
SE5's, and most
fuselage.
British planes had landing gear back far enough so
By keeping the tail up while braking, you have
ground contact was just ahead of the C.G. This
makes them relatively docile as a ground animal. great visibility, rudder effectiveness, and the
Try flying a Fokker Triplane or a Spad with ability to be instantly airborne at the first sign of
their landing gear all of the way forward, original- trouble. We use the exact same technique for the
ly designed to keep them from nosing over in D-8 and expect to use it on our Nieuport 28,
rough airfields. They say Von Richtofen ground Siemens Schuckert D-4, and Spad 13.
As you know, all WWI Replicas can be
looped his almost every time he landed and Cole
treacherous
and these tips from Lake
Palen is legendary with his.
. Of course there are those who try to improve Guntersville Aero, Inc. are only to be used at your
ground handling by shortening the gear or own risk. Be Careful.
moving it back. In an effort to tame the plane they

,~~~
(Military Operation Areas)

Have you ever noticed that when you are planning a cross country trip, you immediately avoid
the striped and/or magenta bordered areas on
your chart? TCAs, ARSAs, restricted areas,
MOAs, etc. all strike fear in the heart of any VFR
pilot.
During flight training, we tried to understand
the importance of these areas and how to utilize
them without constraint or fear of violation, however,despite this training, we usually find ourselves falling back into the simple policy of not flying
through these "areas of doom."
Misconceptions about radios, transponders,
and special procedures seem to guarantee a violation from the friendly feds. Perhaps this is a bit
over dramatized, however, we all have to admit
that we do have a fear of flying into these areas
unless you are familiar with the rules and area.
As your chapter becomes more and more active with the on going struggle to save our ever
shrinking airspace, it is important for everyone to
understand what these areas of airspace are and
what input we have into their design and utilization.
In recent years, EAA Headquarters has become actively involved in the revision of a MOA
just west of Oshkosh. This area previously had a
base ceiling of 5000 feet, however, with the implementation of a new target system, the Air National Guard and the United States Air force
have proposed lowering the base to 500 feet. We
all agree national security is important especially
in light of Desert Storm. However, how much is
enough? Where is the limit and what about the
airports under the MOA? Although in this situation the design would have allowed for utilization
of general aviation aircraft when not being used
by the military, once again, VFR pilots find them
selves facing the difficulty of determining
whether or not the area is "hot".
During meetings with the MOA planning committee, we have been successful in bringing some
reasonable solutions to this particular MOA.
What about your area?
We would like to remind EAA Chapters that
they can participate in planning sessions for existing and proposed MOAs and other airspace

restrictions in their area. Contact the division of
aeronautics in your state and ask to participate in
these planning sessions. Your state DOT can help
you keep aware of these meetings. The meetings
are open and invitations can be obtained by
general aviation pilot groups. It is public
airspace ... get involved ... attend these meetings.Think about it and find out how your Chapter
can become involved. Whether it's an MOA,
ARSA, TCA, restricted area, alert area, etc.get
involved...you won't regret it.
----This article was copied from another publication but I cannot remember which one. Must
be all those epoxy fumes getting to me.
Vail
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A Real Cmwd Pleaser

Jan·Collmer
14368 Proton Rond
Dallas. TX 75244
(214) 233-1 589
Fax(?.14)233-0481

BRUCE MILLER
FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR
Private, Instrument, Commerical
Airplane, Ta il dragger, Glider
Box 547, Prosper, TX 75078
(214) 347-2831
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EAA

HART AIRCRAFT SERVICES
"Complete Aircraft Service"
Inspections • Pre-Buys • Recovers
Restorations • Mobile Service

DARIN R. HART A&P, IA
P.O. Box 9058
Greenville, TX 75401

(903) 454-4858
Mobile (903) 408-9782
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FOR SALE; Ahrens AR 124 Single seat 13 meter
sailplane.All alum, LIC. Experimental, 24hr. TT,Kawasaki
340 (34hp) and 6 gal fuel tank for power glider conversion.
680-9669 David Nix
FOR SALE; Grumman AAl one of a kind "Super 160".
Fuel injected !0320 with 85hr. TT only 600hr TTAF.New
tiger paint scheme, speed MODS, King
KX175B,Transponder, Apollo 602 Loran, encoder, audio
pane4 EGT and CHT, an honest 170mph plane, climb
1500fpm. 680-9669 David Nix
FOR SALE; Century I Autopilot removed from Cessna
150, Can be coupled to Loran or Vor, $1100. 680-9669 David
Nix
WANTED: Starlite Project. Almost any stage of completion considered. 414-1175 Doug Vail

FOR SALE; Aero Matic (F200) Prop, has one bladetip
broken, $50 or best offer. Sheepskin seatcovers for C172,
1224 Volt refueling pump.Make offer. (214) 985-1016 Elo
Zinke
FOR SALE: Craftsman 9in disk/6in belt sander 3/4hp
motor and stand. Excellent condition/used very little $250.
w)480-2548 h)231-4222 Jack Hickman
FOR SALE: Geared starter for Lycoming O 320 and
larger. Fresh Overhau4 $300 outright, $225 Exchange. Air
speed indicator 0-155mph $75(like new). (214) 517-5070

FOR SALE ;Starflight DBL, 2 place Ultralight type, tandem, Rotax 503 gear drive, inst., pod, long range fuel, flown
regularly, 500 hours TT. Reason for sale need cash for third
airplane. Call Kerry Cartier (H) 617-3901 (W)372-7084

PRES
V-P
SEC
TREAS
DIRECTORS

GARY HANSEN
MONROE MCDONALD
SAM COOPER
DON LEWIS

Wanted; 1835-2180 VW conversion. Would
prefer good cheap engine for my KR-2. Also
interested in good service able parts if you do not
have a complete engine to sell. I have a have a set
of KR wingtips and a few other items to sell or
trade. Reece daniel, 625-7619 between 6:30pm9:00pm.

343-0501
661-1946

DON CHRISTIANSEN
JERRY BIDLE
VERN WILLIAMS
PAUL JOHNSON
TOM SCOTT

298-6531
517-0946
484-7741
931-2729
349-8766

TECHNICAL
COUNSELORS
JIM RUSHING
OWEN BRUCE
MEL ASBERRY
BILL WARE
BROWNIE SEALS
HANGAR ECHOES
EDITOR/PUBLISHER
DOUG VAIL
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR
SAM COOPER
DATA PROCES.
RANCE RUPP
SAFETY OFFICER
MEL ASBERRY
LIBRARIAN
ERNIE LUDWIG
TOOL CUSTODIAN
ERNIE LUDWIG
GOVT. LIASON MUTT WAY

727-5630
231-3946
517-5070
353-9392
243-7509

414-1175
343-0501
288-8452
517-5070
214-1185
214-1185
416-4692

"'·

Airplanes
Instruments
Engines
Radios

~.

UOHHY'S PLANES 'N PARTS INC.
320 F.M. 1885 E.
Weatherford, TX 76086

For Sale: 1/2 or 1/3 share of a quality, hangared IFR
Cherokee 160. Based Hudson, new interior Narco flip-flop
glideslope, 3 light, DME, ADF. 214/285~4576 evng. Jm:_
Lawrence.

416-0099
352-1564

BOBBY OSBORN

.....,

817-682-4220

__, >-'4
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AEKOPLEX SALES
• Alrcrart rarts and Accessories
• Pilot Supplies
(214) 458-1594

KERRY NOBLE
15060 5eltwood Parkway east
Dallas. Texas 75244

l ·800· 2~~- 1776
1-800-486· l 778
Dlgltal Pager 229·5980

.,. -

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION & RENEWAL FORM

Please Print!!!

NAME

National EAA #
(

_______
preferred 1st name

)

NAME(AUX) _________________________

ADDRESS __________________________
CITY
HOME PHONE (_) ________
ZI
TATE
P
S
____ WORK PHONE (_) ________
CO-PILOT
( spouse or friend)

------------------------------------------

Projects-(%complete/name)
Interests
Plane Flying-,------------------------
Pilot/A&P Ratings--------------------
EAA OFFICE (past or present)
Type of Membership:
New Member --Renewal Member --Membership dues for EAA Chapter 168 are $15 .for one year.
Name Tags are available for $6.
Make Checks Payable to: EAA DALLA S CHAPTER 168

EAA CHAPTER 168 DALLAS
POST OFFICE BOX 185
ADDISON, TEXAS 75001-0168

